CHANNELING BIKER BOB HEART OF A WARRIOR, the latest novel, by Nik C. Colyer now available from Henrioulle Publishing Group.

Henrioulle Publishing Group is launching "Channeling Biker Bob Heart of a Warrior" by Nik C. Colyer. Playful, adventurous, fast-paced and tastefully sexy, Channeling Biker Bob delivers a unique and potent perspective on the relational dance between men and women while providing an irresistible story.

(PRWEB) December 9, 2001 -- Provocative novel, "Channeling Biker Bob Heart of a Warrior"

"A woman wants a man to stand up to her without turning to stone. One job of the warrior is to face a woman's intensity without taking on her anger, belittling her, or allowing the situation to become violent." Channeling Biker Bob

Acclaim from across the country:

- "It creates a powerful setting for a revolution in the way we can own our anger." K. Henry, San Diego, CA
- "I am enthralled! I finished the book in two days flat. Laughed out loud so many times I had to be careful where I was reading it so folks didn't think I was nutso." L. Grotke, Nevada City, CA
- "It inspired me to be a better man." J. R. Pavia, Novato, CA
- "I not only enjoyed the book, but even better it made me think...You have something important to say and we need to hear it." M. DeFilippo, Bangor, Maine

Author Nik C. Colyer, takes us inside the psyche of the quintessential bewildered "New Age Man" who can't figure out why his "sensitivity" is neither adored by his female counterpart nor fulfilling to his own sense of manhood. In a delightfully raucous manner, Colyer captures our imagination as we witness protagonist Stewart Chance's transformation from milquetoast to mench via an irreverent, iconoclastic, Harley-rider-turned-angel named Biker Bob. With the crass yet charismatic spirit visiting Chance nightly in his dreams, and an assortment of outlaw bikers turned guardian angels helping during the day, Stewart reluctantly undertakes a heroic journey across the treacherous terrain of both masculinity and male/female relationships.

Playful, adventurous, fast-paced and tastefully sexy, Channeling Biker Bob delivers a unique and potent perspective on the relational dance between men and women without sacrificing an irresistible story.

To view recent author interviews:
www.newsreview.com/issues/reno/2001-09-13/arts.asp
Contacts:

Author website: www.channelingbikerbob.com
Henrioulle Publishing Group: B.Henrioulle (530) 470-8739 PH/Fax; hpg@ncws.com
Distributed to the Trade by: Baker & Taylor
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.